Get to the top with us
In the course of time, demands of people and markets change. Though we are no chameleons, we are very flexible regarding the adaptation to the needs of our customers. In doing so, we will never forget our core competence: the development of efficient power tools.

Since July 2010, the new name Apex Tool Group stands for the concentration of two powerful, leading tool manufacturers — Cooper Tools and Danaher Tool Group — which allows a whole new positioning in the market. As a manufacturer and marketer of electric-, pneumatic- and power tools as well as accessories for customers in industry and trade, we are already holding an outstanding market presence in Europe with numerous brands. With more than 50 years of competence in quality tools, we are ready for the demands you will be making on us today and tomorrow.
Whatever we do, our customers always come first. Only if you are satisfied, we will be satisfied, too. And we go even further: regarding customer satisfaction and customer value we want to be your number one. Our name Apex means peak or top. This Apex is exactly what we want to reach together with you.

Our versatile applicable range of tools offers you not only a product, but also a complete package for your satisfaction. This includes our excellent customer service as well as delivery reliability, durable components, warranties and services. Our primary goals are a sustainable and energy-efficient production, an environmentally friendly use of resources as well as always striving for your individual ideal solution. Sustainable entrepreneurship means reliability and reliance to us. With these values we are on the side of our customers, employees and partners.
Tools as versatile as your hands

The first and most natural tools of a human being are his hands. To multiply their efficiency by the development of technical tools is one of the biggest accomplishments of human intelligence. Technical tools expand our muscular strength. They help us to create the world around us effectively and according to our needs.

Through the concentrated power of hands and tools we are able to crest and move mountains. With a portfolio of electric-, power- and pneumatic tools that is as broad as your ideas. Together with you, our customers, we want to optimize processes and advance oriented to the future. Sustainable and efficient solutions to increase your productivity as well as the development of product innovations that bring you and us forward are in our focus. To the very top.
Whatever demand you will make ...

... we will fulfill it with our brands!
Due to a new innovative power we provide a complete series of high quality power tools and adequate accessories from Westhausen.

Our strong brands DGD, Cleco, Dotco, Apex, Airetool, Geta, Master Power, Recoules, Quackenbush and Utica are among the most productive and prestigious brands of the industry.

Behind these ten brands you can find proven power tools and accessories such as tube cleaners and -expanders, rolling motors, bits, sockets, universal joints, assembly tools, material removal tools, automated fastening tools, tightening controllers, drills, grinders, polishers, advanced drilling equipment, precision drilling equipment as well as cutters for the automotive-, aviation- or general industry worldwide.
Tube cleaner- and tube expander technology as well as rolling motors. Well-known machines and tools in the industry applied for manufacturing and maintenance of heat exchangers, coolers, condensers or vessels.

Assembly tools and material removal tools. With more than 100 years of experience in precision manufacturing, Cleco is the first choice worldwide especially for discerning demands in hand-held assembly tool technologies.

Bits, sockets and universal joints. One of the leading and most comprehensive product lines for sockets, bits, extensions and protective covers up to universal joints for industrial applications.

Tube cleaner- and tube expander technology as well as rolling motors. Well-known machines and tools in the industry applied for manufacturing and maintenance of heat exchangers, coolers, condensers or vessels.
Material removal tools, drills, grinders, polishers. Ergonomically designed tools for discerning material removal applications. Dotco is well-known for durable and reliable tools and accessories.

Assembly tools and automated tightening technology. DGD develops and produces market approved built-in tightening systems up to semi-automated and fully automated tightening stations for all discerning industrial requirements.

Assembly-, material removal- and finishing tools. More than 70 years of experience are integrated into the high quality pneumatic tools for industrial fastening-, drilling-, cutting-, grinding- and finishing applications.
Fastening tools, bits and sockets. Especially hardened and particularly long lasting bits, bit holders, sockets, up to customer-oriented fastening technology accessories.

Torque wrenches, torque measuring equipment.

Drilling equipment and precise cutting tools.

Drilling equipment and peck feed units.

More than 50 years of experience in pneumatic- and electric tools, combined with the thoroughness and know-how of our technicians and engineers make our Apex Tool Group Competence Center Fastening Technology a real benchmark. Let us inspire you with our passion for high quality products. Break the mold with us to develop efficient solutions for more productivity and more energy- and cost-efficiency in your production processes.

Apex Tool Group Portfolio:
- Hand-held tools
- Electric tools
- Solutions for torque measurement
- Solutions for metal cutting
- Solutions for drilling applications
- Advanced electric tools
- Solutions for ventilation systems

We know what we are talking about

power your productivity
To maintain the consistent high quality of the production, even the most reliable and efficient tools need maintenance and care from time to time. With the services of the Apex Tool Group Service Centers we assure your productivity sustainably. Our service team and technicians can assist you for all products and brands as a strong partner.

Our After Sales services:
- Service concepts for tightening technology
- Preventive maintenance and customer service
- Machine capability study according to VDI/VDE 2647
- Optimization of your tightening processes
- Support during implementation of tightening technology
- Spare parts, spare part kits
- Software solutions and upgrading
- Remote maintenance (online support, remote access)
- Refresh / Retrofit
- Training for application and repair
- Courses for systems and tightening technology

Rely on us

power your productivity
We are very close ...

In our European Power Tools headquarter based in Westhausen, we provide the development and the production of our established DGD built-in spindles, the cordless Cleco Live Wire tools series as well as the Cleco pneumatic pulse tools for the total area of Europe, Middle East and Africa. The concentrated know-how of this site is completed by the software development center for DGD- and Cleco tightening technology as well as standard- and customer specific software solutions.

Our business areas in Westhausen:
- Research, development and production of built-in spindles, pulse tools, battery tools (cordless tools), assembly stations and software
- Purchasing
- Sales
- Customer service/support
- Maintenance and repair
- Training and courses
... and not at the end of the world

“It’s nice here. But have you ever been to Baden-Württemberg?”* The bond with Westhausen and the region is an inseparable part of our history which, at the same time, reflects our development as an innovative company that is active worldwide. In the middle of Southern Germany, close to Stuttgart, Munich and the Lake Constance and located centrally in Europe, we find ourselves surrounded by a beautiful countryside full of history and quality of life and work.

The knowledge and abilities of our employees are our most important capital, because their innovative power and creativity build the heart of our company. Additionally, we want to be the first choice employer for our actual and potential employees. Therefore, we emphasize education, training and promotion as well as an interesting, safe and healthy working environment where smart people can blossom out freely. This way, we can calmly look forward to all changes in the future together.
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